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Basnert "An increase £>r the underground workers of >d per shift and

for surface workers 4d."

With regard to Boot Allowance, was there a recommendation?

Basneri 3/- a month of thiry shifts. The Boot Allowance is a

considerable item, as natives have to buy their own boots, 

arid they are quickly worn out.

Was there a recotnmendation in reagrd to overtime?

There was a recommen-ation for Sundays and overtime to be paid at 

time-and-a- half.

Do you know of any recomuendation' in reagrd to paid leave?

Two weeks in every two years should be granted.

Was there a recommendation in regard to rations?

There was g general recommendation to try and improve the position df 

the workers."

The recommendations of the Commission were made known;

They appeared in tho Press. The wo d g t around the mine compounds. 

The workers came to believe they were going to get the benefits 

recommended.

Berrange: Did the Government implement the recommendations?

Basner: Two months elapsed from the/time of the report and tie 

time when an announcement was made....lhe Government was not prepared 

to implement the recom endations.•..Most of tho recommendations

apart from the wage increase were not accepted..... The effect was to

cause very grave uneasiraess and a sense of betrayal in the minds of 

the native miners.

Did you attend any conference of the African li^ne Workers Union?

I attended conferences immediately i*ter the Government decision...at 

which over 1,000 delegates from different shAfts on the Witwatersrand 

were present. ....They wanted immediate action - to strike there and 

then. We inform them that wer were putting it to the Government that 

this was their attitude, and asked then to wait....

What year was that?

Towards the end of 1944..... From 1942 onwards all the Native

Representatives continually brought up this question of the pay of 

the native minors. They kept on arguing with tho Government to give 

the cost of living allowances as there wus grave unrest 4n the



(Basner)
Witwatersrand,^

In May 1946, did you nave nay news,..•in regard to the native miners?

I received an urgent message to co.ie to J0hannesburg as there was 

trouble on the Mines, and when I cane, !>5arks, the President of the 

Onion, interviewed me, and other people interviewed me* They informed 

me that they could not hold the native mine workers fron striking, 

and unless we could convince them tliat through the Government or the 

Chamber of t ines negotiations had started, they could not prevent 

the strike, ... I made certain investigations of my own... What the 

Union wanted was~o have immediate negotiations so that the mine workers 

felt that something was being done for then. After that I care to the 

conclusion that the position wa3 very serious, and I got In touch 

with a number of people, leading people and ?iad interviews with 

them*...and ask'd them to take steps to force the Gold Producers 

Comi'iittee to negotiate with the mine-workers. «... I wus informed 

tfiat the Gold producers Comnittee was adamant* It. would not negotiate. 

....I then went back to Parliament and asked that a meeting t-e called 

for all Native RepresHtative3. I had a meeting,....As a result of 

that it was decided to matte immediate representations to the Govern- ’
ment, and I was deternined to interview the Minister of Labour, Dr. 

Colin Stoyn, I Interviewed him the same day and put the position to 

him - that I c .nsldereci the position was very serious, tha the strike 

was inevitable and he should put arbitration mactiinery into operation 

inmediatiy. I asked him to apply War ea3ure No, 14 v* le replied 

that he did not want to use War Measures any longer.

The Government failed to act. He saw the Secretary for 

Native Affairs, Itr, ears, lie saw the Chamber of iiines Parliamentary 

lobbyist, Ur. Turvey, Nothing happened,

Berrances Do you know whether the cost of living and the position! 

in the reserves which is bound up with the whole y( question stont 

since the lsnadown Commission report was drawn up In 1943?

Basneri The co3t of living for the mine workers has increased the 

sane as for everybody else,..often more than the Europeans, because 

of the B ack Market,... Ihere n&s a ve y grave aggravation of the 

position from the middle of 1945 for the African i!ine Worker, With 

the shortage of food in South Africa,,..their rations were exceedingly



(Basner) and increasingly nade dnaller all the time... When the cut 

cane In mealie-meal and ;affir beer, t.ien we liad food riots or* the 

nines.

Berrange* What is the position in the reserves?

Basner* The position was aggravated very considerably by the food 

position in the Ciskei after two years of drought, and last year the 

drought was so bad that the Government had to send relief.

Berrange* You mentioned the Lansdown Co mission. On wh-it terns id 

they cone to their recomr sedations?

Basneri At the opening...it was nade clear t at the Chamber of Mines 

does not claim to pay its African workers a living wage, ‘■‘■hoy iay 

tiiat the amount they earn at the mines, plus the amount of allotment 

in the reserves, those two give them sufficient to live on. The 

Commission proved there was no substance in that contention. At 

least one th;rd have no allotment of land in tie Reserves. They 

also came to the conclusion....that a living wage would be much moro 

than the 2/^d. they recocv ended, plus cost of living allowance, but 

they sad* 'We have examined tie objections of the Chamber of liines, 

aid cane to theconelustion that if we recomnend a proper living wage,

the r.ines will hav■.> to close down......... ' The Lnasdown Commission

does not consider that this constitutes a living wage.

Ber ange* ..•..there we'e Indications in the press that the strike 

was duo to agitators, and that the Lansdown Commission's recommenda

tions had been ca ried out "almost in full#"

Basnor: The Prime ;Jnister was reported to h ve made tf̂ at statement.

I can only suggest that it is a crippled version of what he said, or
i

that he did not have the facts. I say that the Lansdown Commission's 

recom endations were not impelmented. The facts speak for the’ selves. 

As far as the question of agitators is c oncerned, the position is tiiat 

Af you have dissatisfied people you have a spokesman. People say a 

spokesman is an agitator. That has always been so.

Berrange* Do you know of a report known as the 'Fox-Back Repofct'?

Basn r* It’was the joint effort of the Gove: nment and the Chanber 

of Mines. The Government loaned Dr. Fox, w o wa3 Chief Nutrition 

expert of tho Institute of Medical Research, to the Chamber. The 

report descirbed briefly the conditions in the Transkei, in accurate



(Basner) terms* It as a repott tiiat horrified everybody, and gave 

startling figures about malnutrition and rifeness of diiease,

Berrange* lias that report been published?

Basner: That report was suppressed by the Chbmber of Mines. They 

claimed it was their personal property#

Ber ange: An endeavour was made to have It produced before the Lans- 

down Commission?

Basner* Until a few days of the close of the Cocu.ission it was not 

produced. Until the natter was brought up by me, and J4r, Genmill 

then agreed to lend the report to the Comnission, There was no 

suggestion to make it public. There are one or two copies in cir

culation, but the report itself was suppressed,
/ t

3 he Prosecutor attempted to cross-examine the witness. He

floundered badly. The harder he tried, the more strongly he estab

lished the case for the defence.

On the Union«

"Is it not perhaps tliat the Chamber f ?>i;ies 14 afr«aJd of

outside injOasjijfeujfapcx influences.... which might make use of the

unfortunate people for political reasons?"

Basner* "Shat is the reason that every employer gives when he does not 

want to recognise trade unions,"

On the ’danger* from the strikers*

"You must agree that if these people had eventually over

flowed into Johannesburg, it might have been quite an Upheaval?
f t  ,

Basner* "It might have been. But nothing of the sort happened," 

,,,."*hat would have happened I cannot tell you, but this story of 

natives marching with weapons towards Jnhannesburg, I deny that*"

On strikes*

"A strike is certainly a very dangerous thing to toy with?"

Basner* "It is a thing one nust never toy with.... Th t is why the

African Mine Workers Union wa3 so conncerned."

On the demand for 10'- a day*

"They wore asking for an impossibility?

Basner* "They are aon not asking for the impossible; they are asking 

for a living wage.



(Basner) You cannot ecpect the African workers to demand less. They 

can accept less, but they will not demand less.

Advocate Festenstein/ liad a few questions in re-examination:

Are you a member of any political party in this country? 

Basner: No# I am not a member of any political party.

Festenstein* In your evidence you said definitely that tne Govern

ment had not implemented tie Lansdown Commission1s report in regard 

to overtime pay?

Rasner? The position is th s. Where the African is definitely c tiled 

upon to work An a Sunday or for longer than the stated period, then 

he gets overtime pay. But me  of the chief points is that the natives i 

do not work eight or nine hours per shift. They trook 12 hours a day, 

and sometimes 16 hours, because it takes them a couple of hours ot 

get from the compound to their working places underground, and than
V . i  f

another couple of hours to get back. Sometimes the natives wait 

three hours before he gets back to the surface.

Magistrate: Is that the case on all mines?

Basner: On some days txkw they take the ore up first, and then the 

workers; and sometimes there 13 congestion in the shafts. You// 

can ta*e it that a native always take at least an hour. In other 

countires it is counted as overtime from the time he leaves his 

place to the time he gets back, but the mines refuse to recognise 

that this is virtually overtime.

Senator Basner was excused, iio was leaving South Africa - 

on his way to New York to tell the delegates to U.N.O. something 

about the conditi ns and treatment of the people he represented - 

the African workers of South Africa.

Mr. Carlton-Jones, President of the Chamber of Mines, was 

standing in the passage outside the court, surrounded by his legal 

advisers. Mr. Festenstein explained to the court that, although he 

had issued a sub-poena for Carlton - Jones to appear, he no longer
\

needed him, in view*5 of the evidence given by Limebeer.

Advocate Shacksnovis rose to his feet: "I understand", he said,

1titibc "that an objection was made to the hading in of the minutes >f the, 

Gold Producers Committee, and I want to make it clear that no ; rivllege 

wan be allowed to anyone who seeks cover for the minutes, liad the {



Prime Minister himself been requested to hand in public documents, he 

would have had to produce thea. And the Chamber of Mines Is In no 

different position.”

Carlton Jones, and his bevy of legal advisers, were allowed

to go.

Shacksnovls called Dr. John Robertson, Doctor of Science.

"Have you been interested in any aspect of the affair* of the African 

Mine Workers Union?”

Robertson* I have been considerably interested for some time, for the 

purpose of securing an effective working of the Union.

In what way were their aspiration and desires stifled and held 

back?

Robertsonj ....the main obstacle to the African trade union organi

sation amAng mine workers arose from the imposition of War Measure 

1425.

Do you know of any practical way in which the efforts of the 

Union were hampered?
o i f  i
Robertsons I was informed by the organisers that before the War 

Measure came into force the average montflLy income from members 

" subscriptions was between £120 and £150 per mtoth, in sixpenny fees. 

Subsequent to the imposition of this measure it dropped to £ 3 0 per 

month, that is by 4000.

Doctor Robertson testified that he was a member of the 

African Mine Workers Union Organising Fund Committee. The main 

purpose of the committee was to provide the means for the Union to 

remain in axistemce. Other members of the Committee were Dr. Julius 

Leibman, Harold Sergay, Rev. Blaxall, Rev. Thompson, Rev. Michael 

Scott and Mr. F.J. Burford. Only the last named was a member of the 

Communist Party.

He was allowed to stand down, and Advocate XSX Shacksnovls 

called his last witness - Advocate Abram Fischer, one of the 

accused.

Shacksnovlss I propose to ask you your reasons for assisting in the 

continuation of the strike, and for your concern with the African 

Mine Workers. ^

_____ ' \  
rrnanrt



Fischer: "We ape concerned with all the workers in this country,

and •••take an Interest in any organisation or movement which 

night improve conditions of the workers. It is that principle which tu 

defines our relation to the Trade Uhion as a whole, because they are 

one form and a particularly important fora of organisation which can 

Improve conditions."

Shacksnovis: ....The African Mine Workers Union, are they a matter of 

great concern to the Party?

Fischer: We regard the African Mine Workers as a whole as by far 

the most important body of workers in the country. The Gold Mining 

Industry is the chief industry - the dominant industry, and one of

the g± biggest industries in the world..... Neturally therefore it

sets the pace l>r labour conditions and wage conditions in this country. 

In our view that pace which is set is the basis of the whole restrictiv< 

economy of this country.

Shacksnovis: "....the workers in that industry. They are roughly 

half a million?

Fischers It has been known to be as high as 390,000 - usually 

between 300,000 and 400,000.

Shacksnovis: Before March of April of this year^ was the Committee 

of which you are a member aware of what preceeded the situation which 

developed towards the middle of the year?

Fischeri fere, naturally, aware.

Shacksnovis: "Had unrest been growing over a number of years?"

Fischer: Anybody who took an interest knew that unrest had been 

growing.

Shacksnovis; "The whole system of living, eating, slppeing - a 

pseudo-monastic condition, and o n  very long hours and so on - those 

are very important casues of discontent apart from wages?

Fischer: Im my opinion they must be viral causes. Consider the 

breaking up of family life....Apart from general conditions, 

the whole system of migratory labour is a vicious social system. 

Shacksnovis: Had all the recommendations of the Lansdown Commission 

been put into effect, we e they anything like acceptable to the Union, 

or the/ Party?

Fischer: There was something more fundemantally wrong in tho



fFischer) report than the small scales of improvement recommended,

because the report recommended the migratory labour system, end 

accepted the position that the mines were not obliged to pay aZ living

wage. This came as a final ruling against getting a living wage....

I might point out that at the time of this report, War Measure 1425 had 

not yet been passed, and the assurance was given by the Chamber of 

Mines that no obstacles would be put In the way of mine workers 

meetings.

Shacksnovlst You say there was a complete absence of legal machinery 

to avoid a strike?

Fischers More than that. After the passing of Proclamation 1425, 

not only could the union not organise, but the workers could 

not even air their grievances. It was restricted on free speech. 

Shacksnovls: Assuming there was no legal machinery; having heard the 

fvldence of Mr. Llmebeer, lt Is common knowledge that neither the 

Government not the Chamber of Mines were prepared to do, or did any4M 

thing to establish a formal machinery for negotiation?

Fiechers Yes.

Shacksnovlss That being the case, are you satisfied that the strike was 

simply spontaneous and unavoidable?

Fischers I have no doubt whatever upon that point that it was

completely Inevitable and spontaneous. In f&ct, it was the 

necessary consequence of what I have been trying to describe. 

Shacksnovls: ....There had been recognition of the African workers 

unions In other industries?

Fischers Yes. That is de facto recognition which has been

growing up all over the country. The interesting thing is a 

statement by a Chairman of the Wage Board, Dr. Botha, saying....

"there was still too general a belief among employers that because 

Native trade unions were not statutorily recognised, they were not 

entitled to negotiate as unions; but native employees were recog

nised by the Department of Labour, and if the Labour Department 

could deal with their Union, he thought employers could do the same

...." .... I am certain the strike coiHd havf been postponed at the

last minute, if there was any offer by the Chamber mt to negotiate.
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Shacksnovis* So far fro* recognising the Union, so far from attempting 

to get any machinery for negotiation, and so far from allowing even 

an Informal basis of approach, we have It from Mr. Llmebeer that he 

considered it a mistake even to acknowledge the first letter. In 

addition to that, Proclamation 1425 was a positive policy to the 

contrary was It not?

Fischer* That proclamation was issued, and stated to be for use 

against subversive elements, and there was a suggestion that 

tt was against the Ossewa Brandwag and othe anti-war elements. I 

have no knowledge that it was ever used against anyone bjrt the African 

Mine Workers Union, It seems to me that the corslusion is inevitable, 

that It was Introduced for this purpose. At one stage It was 

suggested that the charge against us would be one of conspiracy. It 

seems to me, as the facts stand, that the result of the facts was to 

produce a conspiracy against the workers.

Shacksnovis* It is your view therefore that si]ran any person with 

unbiased social conscience, with any sense of sympathy could not have 

refused to assist these strikers when they went on strike?

Fischer* It is by no means pleasant to break the law, and I do 

not think that anyone of us would willingly do so. But It 

seems to me that Insofar as we have done so in this case, it was 

unavoidable.

The questioning passed to documents handed in by the 

Crown when the charge was one of conspiracy. Fischer stated t^at 

when the strike broke out, he was on holiday in the Game Reserve.

He returned on the night of August 14th. The next evening he attended 

a meeting of the Communist Party District Committee. By that time 

the strike was virtually over.

Shacksnovis* We have It recorded on admission that leaflets were 

distributed by members of your party, and you had no part in that?

Do you associate yourself with It?

Fisher* Yes, I associate myself with it.

Berrange* ....The Labour Party protested against the methods used 

to force the workers back to work. It included...methods used by 

the employers to use the Police force for purposes of interfering



iBerrange) In industrial disputes. What have you to say about that s 

aspect?

Fischer* We have Sergeant Steyn's evidence. Myr opinion is that 

the methods were highly Illegal. The press reports describe 

illegal action taken by the authorities.

Berrange: ...The method adopted to quell the strike was to use the 

Police force for driving the workers back to work?

Fischer* If the press a n  reports are correct, and from information 

w we received they are apparently correct. It discloses a

situation that horrifies the Labour Movement, because of its use of 

force to fulfil a civil contract.

The Public Prosecutor opened his cross-examination*

"Mr. Fischer, why have you actually pleaded guilty?"

Fiechers I am a member of the Communist Party's District Committee 

In this District, and as such I am responsible for the 

decisions of the District.

Prosecutor* Is that the only reason why you feel yourself bound to
* * ■ i 

plead guilty? You have/ nothing physical fcr otherwise to assist?
) .

Fischer* No, t

" f: The questioning went back to the documents, to meetings 

of the District Committee months h ii f m  before the strike, to 

discussion on!the Communist Party’s constitution and Its attitude to 

the use of violence. Everyone began to get slightly sleepy in the 

stuffj atmosphere.

Prosecutor* Are you aware of the fact that the Idea^ of your Party Is 

to work members of your party into trade unions....

Kixikix Shacksnovis Jumped to his feet to object. "I thought,

your worhsip, that we had got past the 'Have you stopped beating your
/ Jr ~ f ■’ 1

mother-in-law?' sort of question."

The objection was upheld. The questions drag ed on and on.

Prosecutor * One of the big alms of your party is to provide meani 

to enable labourers and employees an opportunity of bargaining with 

the employers?

Fischer* / Yes. It is the whole aim of the establishment of a 

trade uglon.



"With the right to strike and picketing,"

Fischeri Yes, The same right as the employer has in the Chamber 

of Mines, where the Chamber fixes the average wage*•..and 

deprives the worker of the right bt fixing a minimum nape.

"There is no posslbllty of refusing to work, if you do not 

want to work under those conditions,"

Fischers Not if you are starving in the reserves*

fhe evidence was ended. The magistrate made a formal 

announcement, finding all the accused guilty. Counsel rose to address 

the court in mitigation of sentence.
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May lt please Tour worship: Previous convictions hare been
‘!y . ’-■§ v>-: -y-'* ■ ' ‘ w/' -iv ."•'!> u ,.£*• . *'•'; *• 1/ ; '. •’ v • -i. '• .

admitted V  Accused Ho s. 1 and 6. These are Very Irrelevant matters 

as the most recent happened 9 years ago in 1937, In this case, the 

crlne, the offence, to which the accused hare pleated guilty and been 

found guilty has been set oat by Tour Worship. A few minutes ago the 

admission was made that they assisted in the continuation of a strike 

by being parties to the distribution of leaflets. There is no suggestion
'

whatever that the accused took part in the instigation or initiation 

of this strike, or took part in a conspiracy.
. v  X  v; ■■ r * *. *•* • . • • - f  -  V  . •. - %

It is W  purpose here to explain as shortly as possible the 

reasons why all the accused generally, aid particularly Macks and 

Majoro, did what they did. My submission is that it is more satis- 

factory, and I hops Tour Worship will agree that it is necessary to put the 

whole natter in its proper perspective. It is not sufficient merely 

to sayt- "Here are a lot of accused who have admitted an offence and 

have besoi found guilty*, and leave it at that. #e must know why they 

did it because this is an industrial lav and it concerns the whole 

economic structure of South Africa. It is necessary to know the 

background of the whole case, and for that purpose I start, without 

going into any of the details which Your Vbrship recollects as well 

as I do, from the conditions of the mine worker. Tour Worship knows 

and has heard that for the past thirty to forty years the conditions 

of the African mine worker on the Witwaterstand has been steadily 

deteriorating. By this I mean his wages and his health and his 

standards; and we mast also hare regard to a similar deterioration 

in the Transkel and Clskel. That has boen taking place simultaneously 

with the general advance in South Africa of conditions in industry.

All his f ell outworkers in industry hare, during the past twenty years, 

been obtaining more skilled jobs, and hare been protected by the 

industrial machinery of Wage Board determinations. These facts have 

naturally aroused In the mine worker a sense of dissatisfaction at 

his deteriorating position, and hars led to the development of ill* 

•feeling which resulted In the outbreak of sporadic strikes on the

mines/......



mines, and culminated in the outbreak of the 13th Jngust.

With regard to this sense of dissatisfaction and irritation in 

the minds of the general body of A. frican mine workers, I would point 

out that this attitude is due solely to the conditions under nhich they 

hare suffered during the past years. It is my submission that it is
i * * , **/'.' - 1 J * - - . v • ■ k.-’*’ **;• * V , *t

absurd to suggest that this is due to agitators or their supporters* or 

to suggest that the African mine worker would hare been a satisfied and 

efficient worker but for agitators. In my submission, this talk of 

agitators and such-like propaganda is a policy which misleads the public 

unfortunately into thinking, that it comes from agitation; it is absurd, 

irresponsible and frivolous. The responsibility does not lie with the 

African Mine Workers Un i o n ,  it does not lie with any of the accused.

It lies 

Chamber

And it lies with the Government, not only the present Government but 

all the past Governments in this country. I mean to say that over a 

number of years it has been the Government1 s responsibility, aid they 

have admitted that responsibility, of stepping in between the employer 

and his employees whenever the employer treats his esployees oppressively 

and harshly. As long ago as 1934 the Industrial Conciliation and the 

Wnge Acts were passed. The former Act was used ta by organised 

European Trade to bargain collectively with their employers. In the 

opinion of the authorities and of the Chamber of Mines the African 

Mine workers are not sufficiently educated or experienced to be formed 

Into Trade Unions. But the Wage Act entitles the Government to appoint 

a Wage Board to male determination' . It was specially designed for the 

benefit of such workers, and the Government has fixed wages for African 

workers in industry under the Wage Act. Bat they have never * n £  done 

so for the African mine worker. As a result of this the wages of the 

mine worker had not changed for years, and their conditions have be

come much worse during recent years, notwithstanding the demand of 

the workers for a Wage determination it has consistently been refused.

It has been refused by the authorities.and that is firstly the Govern

ment and secondly the Chamber of Mines. They have set their faces not 

only against improving their conditions, but even against talking to

them/....

fijrst and foremost with their eoqoloyers. It lies with the 

oif Mines. I suppose they are really individual mining groups.
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them about their demands. That la the background I wish to give Tour 

Worship,

I cone now to the demads for negotiation. I want to deal with the 

demands in some detail. We hare it from Senator Basner and from one of 

the Exhibite dated 7th August, the circular from the Union. When the 

■trike decision was taken in May it appears from this Exhibit and from 

the evidence of Senator Basner that the Union made attempts to obtaife a 

channel of negotiation; these attempts were blocked either by the 

Government at the Chamber of Mines, or both. And these demands were not 

made by people of no standing in this country. They were not made by 

mere visitors. They were made later after a combined meeting of the. 

Hative Representatives in Parliament and other members of Parliament,

They were made by. all sorts of European bodies who associated themselves 

with these people. It was also, in a. smaller degree, one of the recom

mendations of the Lansdown Commission. As a result of this refusal to 

negotiate and similar refusals in the past, the feeling of Irritation 

and f mat ration which had grown over a number of years became worse.

It was gradually changed into a feeling of bitter resentment; in fact, 

the native mine workers' dissatisfaction with their conditions, was more 

and mord provoked by the response or lack of response with which the 

authorities treated their demands for peaceful discussion. Things got 

so bad that the situation was becoming so dangerous from the Government1 s 

point of view that in 1943 the Lansdown Commission was appointed. The 

Africans had always regarded the appolntmsnt of a Wage Board as what they 

wanted, with wider terms of reference than the Lansdown Commission, The 

Africans naturally and w j m s  reasonably came to the conclusion that 

the recommendations of the Lansdown Commission were Governaent recommen

dations, That is what they concluded, and they were disappointed at the 

recommendations pat forward.

I wish to put in the recommendations of this Commission as one of 

the Exhibits. I shall hand it in in a moment. The main recommendation 

was & 5d increase in the basic wage for underground and surface workers, 

and 3d cost of living allowance and a boot allowance. The only allowance 

which was granted was a small increase in basic wages, less than that 

recommended. That is given in the evidence of Senator Basner. I think 

Mr. Limebeer also admits it. The evidence shows that this decision

came/....
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came as a tremendous blow to the expectations of the African worker 

and to all liberals in this country; and not only did it come as a 

blow, hut it served as fuel for further resentment at their conditions 

which had deteriorated so grarely. The Lansdown Commission was published 

towards the end of 1943, after there had been serious increases in the 

cost of living.

I think it is a fact that the Government followed up the find

ings of the Lansdown Commission by the issue of Proclamation 1425. 

Thereafter, with effect as from 1944, gatherings of more than 20 people 

were forbidden on proclaimed land. It is clear what the purpose of 

proclaiming such a law just.at that time was. In sy submission, it is 

clear what that purpose was. The African Mine Workers Union had come 

into existence about the beginning or early in 1941. Tour Worship will 

remember that Sergeant Boy stated that he had been present at many 

meetings, and It was not only at later meetings that he had b»en present.

He stated that when he had been present the purpose of those meetings 

had been to explain the nature of the trade union to the African mine 

worker, to enrol members and to collect subscriptions from the workers.

All these meetings were attended by hundreds of people, aid you can see
s

that the organisation was growing by leaps and bounds. The Union had 

grown to such an extent that it was able and permitted to present a 

comprehensive memorandum of evidence to the Lansdown Commission. That 

mu?t hare been a tremendous blow to the Chamber of Mines, who, according 

to the evidence of Mr. Limebeer, consistently refused to face up to the 

position, as they had previously failed to face up to the position in 

regard to the European miner, namely not to recognise the Union. It 

past have been a tremendous blow to them because there was an official 

Commission apparently giving recognition to the. African Mine Workers 

Union which they refused even to negotiate with. And It must be remembered 

that having gotIhis report, the Government implemented to some extent 

this report. The fear was that the workers would regard the Union as 

haring obtained the benefits for them and would Join up so that the 

African Mine Worker* Union would go from strength to strength. And in 

my submission it follows as might follows day why Proclamation 1425 was 

passed; at the recommendation of theChamber of Mines or at the request 

of the Chamber of Mines* for the sole purpose of preventing the Union

from/......
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from carrying out its legitimate work. It applies only to meeting which 

are not held in 'buildings, m i  I might say that it is still in existence

toady, ei^iteen months after the end of hostilities. T o t this reason 

the Proclamation does not hit any section except the African mine worker. 

From the evidence of Sergeant Boy, in answer to agr question, he replies

that these people couldn*t possibly..... he said it was with the gre*-

test difficulty that they could meet elsewhere than on proclaimed land.

My submission is that this added to the resentment w h i c h  had been created 

hy the failure to implement the Lansdown Commission and by the passage 

of the Proclamation itself. It closed the safety valve of discussion In 

open and public meetings: and you cannot stop them merely by not allowing 

them to meet} They become secretive, or tend to become secretive, and 

thus the unrest grows. The submission I make is that this Proclamation 

in these circumstances was nothing else but a provocative Proclamation, 

and it most have been known to be a provocative Proclamation. Again in 

May of this year the Secretary of Native iff airs issued a circular saying 

that the Government was not going to recommefld any further increase in 

wagos whateverj and Senator Basner told him at the time that this 

would only aggravate the position. This was such a provocative measure 

that any sensible person nn^t have known the effect it would hare, Weh 

hare further evidence, that there were last year, further demands to 

open a channel of negotiations. There were letters pat in to the 

Prime Minister, Tield Marshal Smuts, to which a reply was given that 

the Uative Advisory Council is dealing with the matter; but no further 

progress was made with the Government and the result was that with the 

deteriorating conditions in the reserve and elsewhere, the position 

becamE so bad that sporsidc strikes broke out early this year. Nobody 

suggested that they were anything but spontaneous strikes, and there is 

evidence that Meoks did his very best to prevent these strikes. The 

evidence given by Sergeant Boy shows that Marks addressed the gathering 

and Majoro addressed the gathering. That is on the 19th May. They 

said that the Union was against these strikes; but that meeting unanimously 

decided as a result of a proposal made by a member at the meeting, that 

the position had gone so far that the African mine worker generally 

was at the end of his tether, and that the only thin left was a general 

strike on all mines. Even then the Union officials got them, to postpone

this/....



decision, in the hope that a further attempt at negotiation in the.light 

of the sttike decision would bring the authorities to their senses. I 

say to their senses. Senator Basner was almost immediately approached 

by Meiks and he aw, as a result, two lending men in the mining world 

hut. nothing could he done. He returned to Cape Town and after a meeting 

of .the Nat ire Representative Senator Basner put the -whole situation to 

Dr. Colin Steyn, the Minister of Labour, and he spoke to Mr. Turvoy, the 

liason officer of the Chamber. The letter which we put in dated 27th May 

deals ?ith the meeting of the 19th and is written to the Minister of 

Labour. The letter asks for the appointment of an arbitrator under the 

very War Measure under which the accused are now charged. It was not 

expected that arbitration would be refused in the circumstance*. It was 

pointed out that this ould prevent the workers from taking action. These 

demands were being made by people t*.o were not letting things slide and 

who wanted to do everything to settle the matter by negotiation. Then 

we come to the meeting of the 4th August, the evidence given by Sergeant 

Boy and Sergeant Viwiers of the gathering. They reported that Marks 

and Majoro said at that meeting that further effort* had been made at 

negotiations, and that nothing had been achieved.

If cry? let us come to the point which the newspapers made such a 

fuss about during the strike. The Chairman, Marks, waned and admonished 

the mine workers net in any event to use violence. He weven went so 

far that he told them that they should not even shout their battle-cry 

at the sight of the police, as the police mij ît think they wanted to 

fight. He told than that they should not attack kitchens or compounds 

or dpmage property; we know that this is in fact shat happened in the 

past, that this is what used to take place. There had been no evidence 

of ciolence on the part of the African mine workers in iHs this case.

ThiB is the first time this has happened. We.have the evidence of one 

police detective as to shat happened at Nigel. He stated that there were 

no attafcke and no damage to property and that the police arrived in 

force to drive the workers back to the compound. Without even afiking 

the workers to go back violence broke out on the side of the police. The 

point l a m  making is that thero was no vilence on the part of the workers. 

They were carrying out the instructions of their Chairman.

That then is the background of the case. There is. one further

thing/.....
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thing in regard to the accused Mark*, and this applies to all the 

accused. The question is this. That kind of lav has been broken ip 

this case? The law is a War Measure 145 which was passed in 1943 and

Shacksnovls, will deal -with.this in some detail. This law was passed 

as an emergency war measure. Although they have the force of law they 

may not have or retain the sanction of the public and public opinion knows 

whether they are moral or right. In ny submission, sixteen months ng 

after the end of hostilities,in these circumstances where there is no 

channel for negotiations, no right-thinking man, whatever his other 

opinions be, can consider Proclamation 145 to be in 1946 a moral or Just 

law. And therefore the reasons why - I think I snsak for ill the accused; 

I certainly dpeak for So*. 1 and 6 - why the mine workers supported this 

action was because it was the only aotion left for them to take against 

the iniquitous conduct of the authorities and the provocative silense 

which had. greeted their prolonged demads to get to grips with their 

employers.

What coold be expected from the Chariman himself? Could he ran 

away when the strike decision was taken, becaa.se it is against a 

certain War Measure, sod leave the me risers of the Union and the workers 

generally in the lurch? Was he morally doing wrong in assisting them 

in a non-violent #ay?

I have tried to give the background for the actions of Ho. 1. 

accused. I submit he did what every right-thinking person would have 

done under those circumstances, and did what those less endowed with 

leadership did not know what to do.

In my submission the evidence in respect of Marks and in respect 

of Majoro shows that they were.not irresponsible persons* They did not 

drag the workers into a strike. Marks’ recommendations, his instructions 

to them, showed him to be a leader of restraint, but there was nothing 

elae to do. The magnitude snd strength of the movement from rank and 

file could not be disregarded; he could not allow himself to be braided 

as a coward by running away. My submission is that lt is cleat from t he 

eveidence that he and all the accused did what every right-thinking 

per sen would have dons snd the only fair and proper sentence would be 

to caution and discharge them.

in ny submission I understand that my learned friend, Mr.



ADV. A. 3HA0K3N0VI3.

The question of punishment must depend on the circumstances and the 

circumstances arise from two aspects which I would like to deal with at 

onoe. The first is that they are charged with assisting in the continua

tion of a strike, as my learned friend has described. They are oharged with 

breaking a War Measure operating and in force.. They were in a place of 

proclaimed ground, where no battles have taken place. This War Measure 

is as much a measure as any other measure in over-riding the freedom of 

speech and of assembly. Now that is a wide statement. Your Worship has 

to consider what is an adequate penalty under circumstances such as these.

Such a far Measure acts suppre9sively and repressively in all circumstances, 

more especially when it is extended for two years after the war has ended, 

and is applied to these people in the strike. I think it is audacity on 

the part of Mr. Limebeer to speak of the primitive man who cannot be 

organised, but you treat that man in such a way that he cannot be organised. 

Waht defence has he got? It is sure to stir these people into aotion 

because of what they have not got. Are they to be punished for a rightful 

crime like this, for having done soT And what have they done?

I put 14 on behalf of all the accueed Mr. Fisbher, and I venture to suggest 

that on his evidence it is clear that his purity of motive cannot be impugned, 

and I cannot see that this can be challenged in any way. These people stand 

to gain nothing more than the sense of a duty well-done and no more. In 

fact, ttyey run the risk of suffering, and suffering as they do not deserve 

to suffer. That has been the case for over two thousand years that 

people have suffered, but is does not necessarily follow that some time 

or another this should not oease to be the case. If the miner's moral 

urge comes into conflict with the inckiH technical requirements of the 

law, whether consciously or unconsciouslt, he cannot change his defence, 

and I am cleat that if you see that moral conflict, it is not justified

that you penalise him.
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Now, on provocation, this is an aspect I do not propose to ••• 

I do not intend to reiterate the evidence of Hr* Fischer* His refusal 

to see these people suffering orested ti e impulse*

Any right-thinking person must hare a policy which has as its 

set purpose that of helping theee people who ire suffering under adverse 

conditions* The accused realised that the miners needed assistance and 

it was under these oiroumstanoes that they broke the law, and they did 

so with extreme reluctance.

Tour Worship, there is one other aspeot I want to deal wit&, namely 

the sttitude of tie Chamber of Mines. I am dealing with the political 

aspect* I put it to you that the evidence of Mr* Limebfcer virtually 

amounts to this* He told you these people are mere children* If your 

child comes to you and says *1 am starving, I want bread" you do not 

tell him to go away, you don't want to talk to him, and you do not slam 

the door in his face* The distinction is all the more apt, seeing the 

door slamaBd in the shild's face, without being prepared to give a reply, 

ofe to see that it comes to the publio in the proper light, beoause that 

is what it amounts to*.

Who are these intellectuals he referred to? They are people 

with an urge to help the down-trodden* It was such an overwhelming urge 

that Your Worship must make the fullest allowance in assessing the penalty*

I do not propose to say any more except this. If the Oourt 

feels disposed to deal with any of the previous convictions proved before 

you, I do say it may be my learned friend's duty to produce records, 

whatever they are. But let us examine them. 3an they be held against 

these people in this trial? I propose to deal with an accused who is not 

ny client. I do know this nan, James Majoro. He is a messenger for six

teen counsel, and it appears that he admits a previous conviction in 1928 

for theft, in which he was finid 25. or one month suspended* That boy 

has carried hundereds of pounds of my money and my colleagues to and from 

the bank* In spite of this knowledge 1 am apreparod to keep in $in in 

employment for as long as he is prepared to work for s»*
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I find one of my clients was convicted foutean years ago for 

buying half a bottle of brandy for an Indian who needed it. The sentence given 

shows that the offence was not a serious one. But I do submit that none of 

that has any bearing on the case. No. 2. accused was also convicted in 

1941 under the Riotous Assemblies Act, and I am informed by my learned friend, 

Mr. Boshoff, that he was convicted bacause of the refusal of the employers 

to pay their employees travelling time and in desperation they said "We will 

Btrike". I do not think it would be fair under the circumstances to regard 

him as a recidivist in this particular type of crime.

I jvst wa^t to go back to my main theme and it is this. It is 

really irrelevant whether Your Worship is imposing a fine imposes one of 

£2. or £5. The point which, in my submission, Your Worship has to consider is 

the circumstances which led to the breaking of the law, and I want to make 

this appeal on behalf of all the accused that if that is considered they 

should all be cautioned and discharged.
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